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doubtful if we had enough left to make the Ross Sea. Having had
to turn back at all, in such circumstances it was better to go dear
back and refuel for a fresh flight.
Such considerations, however, came to me later. At the moment
I could only remember Hollick-Kenyon's great qualities as a flier.
In the air he was superb.
I answered him: "No, Kenyon, I want you." Then I added: "But
we should have camped in the strait."
"Well," he said thoughtfully, "that was a very narrow place. If
we had come down in there, with our load I don't know how we'd
ever have got up again."
"All right," I said, "but next time we won't turn back."
XIII   THE FLIGHT
A
 one o'clock next morning—November 22—I was roused
from sleep by Larsen, the cabin steward, shaking my
shoulder.
"How's the weather?" was my instant query.
"The weather looks fine, sir," he said, and there was a note of
curiosity and respect, almost of reverence, in his tone. To Nor-
wegians exploration is the greatest of all human businesses.
It is a queer feeling to come out of sleep and a warm bunk and
realise that one's hour has arrived to start out into the unknown.
I sat on the edge of my berth and thought: "Well, here I am—I've
waited three years for it."
I dressed hurriedly in clothes for the flight First I put on a suit
of silk-and-wool underwear, then one of heavy camel's-hair, then
camel's-hair socks, over which I pulled a pair of heavy wool ski
socks. Next, a grey woollen shirt, then ski breeches. This was
winter-sports clothing I bought at Saranac Lake three years earlier.
I had worn it on all three Antarctic expeditions and found it the
most satisfactory dress for polar weather I had ever discovered.
Qn my feet first I put on a pair of moose-hide moccasins, then a

